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Richmond Expresses
Pride In University

Eastern University Status
Becomes Effective After
Four Months Of Waiting

Community
Pride
Week, Eastern as being one of the
obvious.
which
culminates officially- most
"I believe It is certainly approclaimed Eastern Kentucky propriate at this momentous
time for both the university
University Day today, "is only
the beginning of a new and In- and the community to renew
tensified partnership for pro- their faith In one another," be
said. "I would hope that a congress between the community tagion
of enthusiasm could deand the university."
velop out of this project so that
So said tor. William Isaacs, a closer and more personal represident of the
Richmond lationship could materialize.
Chamber of Commerce, as he
'This can happen," he added,
signing, the Eastern Board of
discussed the Chamber-spon- "only If every clUsen develops
Eastern's university status readings, and passed 88-0.
Regents
voted
to
wait
until
July
The bill entered the Senate and
sored project designed to give community and his university,
becomes official today as the prospects seemed good for Just 1 to chang* the name so as to
a deep sense of pride for his
coincide
with
the
beginning
of
recognition to Eastern's uni- pride and enthusiasm are connew fiscal year begins.
as rapid and routine passage as
the
new
fiscal
year.
Also
apversity status; which Is effect tagious. This would be a wonThe first steps toward unlver It had received in the House. It
proved was the reorganization of
five today.
derful thing."
■ity status came after Governor made it through the three read- the institution into five colleges
ings, but when time came for
"There has always been a
Placing Signs
Breathitt's Commission on High- passage, an amendment
and
a
graduate
school
and
auto
pleasant relationship between
One example of this Intensier Education presented a report establish a four-year state col- thorized the masters level prothe college and U»e community." fied partnership for progress Is (
Jan. 21, recommending that lege at Paducah had been at- grams in English and history.
"But," he said, there needs to the Joint project between the
Eastern, and the three other tached. The bill, with amendEastern's beginning dates to
be "an Increased awareness of university and the community
state colleges, Western. Murray, ment, passed 18-17. Feb. 24.
March 21. 1908, when the law
the real needs of both the com- to place permanent signs at
and Morehead, be named uniestablishing the Eastern Kenmunity and the university" and each entrance Into the city.
"Fearful Amendment "
versities.
tucky State Normal School was
a stepped-up "spirit of cooperaThe Eastern maintenance. InWith the amendment, the bill signed by Governor J. C. W.
Representative Ted Osborn, would have had to return to the
tion" by the community toward dustrial technology and sat deD-Lexlngton, began working House for a second trip through Beckham.
the university.
partments are
cooparativnly
with other legislators from the the chamber, and it was (eared
"Richmond was chosen as the
working with the Chamber and
Mutual
Benefit
districts of the state schools, in- that It would die there, or be site for the school on May 7,
"Any project that will bene- civic groups in designing percluding Rep. Robert L. Leeds, delayed.
1906, and on June 2, Ruric Nevel
fit
Eastern will likewise bene- manent signs that wul anRichmond, and soon had 54 signRoark was named the first presBut,
the
next
day
the
Senate
fit
Richmond and
Madison nounce this strong partnership
atures on House Bill 288. The
ident of the Institution.
had
a
change
of
heart,
voted
to
County,"
he
said.
"We
all to the countless thousands of
bill was virtually a carbon copy
During the Interim (1901-1906)
motorists who come to or
reconsider
the
amendment,
and
should
be
Just
as
proud
of
Bastof the Commission report.
struck It from the bill by a 22-9 I between Central University and
em's accomplishments as are through Richmond.
Report Recommendation*
Welcome!
vote. The original bill then pas- I Eastern, inauspicious Walters
President Martin, bis staff,
! Collegiate Institute existed on
In addition to university status sed 29-fl.
faculty, and students, and we
The signs would read: "Welj
the
campus.
the report recommended that
Saturday, Feb. 26, Governor
should want to help In any con- come to Richmond, Home of
thetical expression, effective July 1, no
With the title of university bestowed upon
Eastern (and Western, Murray, Edward T. Breathltt, saying that
After opening Its doors to Its
ceivable way as the university Eastern Kentucky University."
longer applies to Eastern Kentucky UnlEastern, malntalnance crews have worked
and Morehead) expand graduate the bill "serves the best inter- first class In September, 1908,
continues her progress."
and would be surrounded by
versity.
to make the signs appropriate. The parenprograms at the master's level; ests of public higher education Eastern has undergone a rapid
Don Feltner. Eastern dean of emblems of the city's ctvlc orthat Eastern develop an appro- in Kentucky," signed the blU in- 60 years of development. In fact,
public affairs, called the situa- ganizations.
priate research and service pro1 to law in an elaborate ceremony the change to university status
tion here "a perfect mutual coPresident Robert R. Martin,
gram for Its area as rapidly as in Frankfort.
gives
the
Institution
its
fifth
x
Intersesalon Meeting
operative," explaining that the who la convalescing at the
possible, and that Eastern retain
Highly Instrumental in the suc- name.
situation is unlike the metro- Blanton House following an opAll students Interested in
and expand on its campus a cessful passage of the legislaIn 1922, the Normal School bepolitan aivas where the re-» eration at the Pattie A. Clay
attending intersession this
comprehensive two-year com- tion, along with Rep. Leeds, was came a four-year institution
latlonship between the "town Infirmary last week, expressed
summer should meet in the
munity college program.
Senator Edward Murphy, Rich- known as the Eastern Kentucky
and gown," generally, is rather the school's appreciation for the
Room at five o'clock
auditoriums,
two
lecture
rooms,
The bill was introduced by Rep mond. Both worked tirelessly for State Normal School and Teach- Ferrell
Groundbreaking for the
remote, and often confined to gesture by the Chamber and
Details concerneight
classrooms,
24
laboratory
Osborn on Feb. 9 and was re- enactment of the higher educa- ers College; In 1930, Eastern be- Tuesday.
Moore Science Building was
athletics, with the amount of the community and said be
came Eastern Kentucky State ing enrollment will be given
modules,
22
offices,
and
11
acceived gladly by the House as tion bill.
support depending upon the hopes that "this marks the beheld Friday, June 17 at the
at that time.
tivities
rooms.
It
will
also
have
Teachers College: in 1948, the
It quickly went through commitWaited Until July
site on University Drive.
success of the school's athletic ginning of Project Community
(Continued On Page Seven)
Meeting Just 10 days after the
tee action, its three mandatory
The $3.2 million structure Is special storage facilities for teams.
Pride that will last indefinitely.
named In honor of Dr. W. J. radioactive materials.
"We cordially Invite all cit"Strategic.
Location"
The plans Include animal
Moore who served the college
izens of Richmond and Madison
"Richmond
has
tremendous
from 1928 to 1965, the last 20 housing and a greenhouse. The advantages over many other County to visit our campus and
Summer Enrollment
years as dean of the faculties. building will be completely alr- college towns," he continued. to keep abreast of the wonderPresent for the ceremony condltloned and equipped with "Its location is stratoglo and ful things that are happening to
Passes 2,000 Figure
were Dr. and Mrs. Moore, Dr. closed-circuit television.
Eastern," Dr. Martin said. "And
$1.07 million of the construc- soon will be easily accessible I hope that every citlaen couM
Ted George, chairman of the
from every direction by modern
The enrollment for the '66
tion
will
be
financed
by
federal
department of physics; Dr. Ernhighways. Its history is signi- Inherit some of the great pride
summer school term stands preest Byrn, chairman of the de- funds under the Higher Educa- ficant, and Its many other fea- that we, here on the campus,
sently at 2,539 students with
tion
Facilities
Act.
partment of chemistry, and Dr.
tures conducive to attracting have in our university."
eight workshops yet to be reArchitect Is C. A. Coleman, new
H. H. LaFuze, chairman of the
President Martin also invited
citisena." He added that
gistered.
Jr.,
Lexington.
Contractor
is
department of biology.
The registration count at this
new Industry has many *«rac- all Madison Countlana to keep
Struck
Construction
Co.,
LouisAlso present were Meredith
time last summer was 2,521 stutlons to Richmond and cited informed about educational opCox, retired chemistry head, ville.
portunities available at Eastern.
dents. This figure includes four
"In addition to the regular,
and Dr. T. C. Herndon, profesmore workshops than have refour-year programs and the exsor of chemistry and head of
gistered to date this year.
panded
graduate
programs,
dence halls and have a joint the now defunct division of
Student Counselors
Project Upward Bound, "a
This year's figure does not
there are several one-ana twoMembers of the student coun- governing group. They also plan science.
Include 150 students In Project pre-college program of the War
The Moore Science Building,
year programs," he said, "*B^
Upward Bound, 170 In the on Poverty," has brought 150 seling staff are Joyce Fields, to print their own newspaper.
a great number of taw aiding
which will house the biology,
Varied Entertainment
Foster Band and Choral Camp, high school students to campus. Mlsha Williams, Joyce McQueen.
evening and Saturday morning
and 344 in Model Lab summer The participants, who have Just Judy Caawell, Josephine SpurFor entertainment the stu- chemistry, and physics along
with the Memorial Science Hall,
classes will be added to our fine
school.
completed the 10th grade, repre- lock, Dave Hill, Dennis Colvin, dents have already visited the built
in 1862, will have about
Kenneth Spulock, Charles Hay- state capital at Frankfort and
Master plans for two dormi- 800 to 860, will be included in adult education program this
Total enrollment for summer sent 22 counties.
'
nes, and John Stringer.
school and Intersession hurt year
plan trips to Fort Knox, My Old 100,000 square feet of floor tory complexes to house 4,864 the construction of the third fall," he added."
The Project "is designed to
Dr. Isaacs said the Chamber
students and to cost $23.3 mill- building. The men's complex
was 3,000. These figures in- remedy Inadequate preparation
The students are taking four Kentucky Home, Lexington, a space.
It will contain two large ion were announced last week was planned by Brock. John- la encouraging all businesses In
clude only those courses giving and motivation in secondary classes a day. These include one Redlegs ball game, and Central
the city to continue to use the
by President Martin.
college credit toward a degree. school and thus increase a stu- course in communication skills, Kentucxy are scheduled. Plans
son and Romanowlta, Lexing- photographs, pennants and oth■ In revealing scale models of
dent's promise for acceptance one in either science or math, also Include a picnic at Booneser materials to be used In their
two projects, Dr. Martin ton.
Foster Music Camp the
AU Classes Dismissed
and success in a college environ- and an elective In an area of borough State Park.
To coat $11,570,000, the men's window displays this week. "We
The
project
will
continue
after
said
that
they
will
Increase
special
Interest.
Courses
are
bement."
hope that every merchant wul
There will be no classes
taught by a staff of 20 this summer through visits to Enrolls 147 Students Eastern's on-campus housing complex will be constructed on show his pride in Eastern by
Henry Pryse, director of Col- ing
the participants homes. Explancapacity to more than 10,000 the southwest corner of the
Monday In observance of
teachers.
permanently displaying these
lege-School Relations. Is the diJuly 4. Offices will be closed.
High School students from when completed about 1970..
Clay and Palmer Halls are be- ations of financial assistance for
campus at the Intersection of materials somewhere In Ms
rector of Upward Bound. Herb
However,
dorms and the
college study is hoped to en- eleven states are on campus for
1968 Occupancy
ing
used
for
Upward
Bound
Vesclo and J. W. Thurman are
Lancaster Road and the bypass, place of business . . . after the
the students- to
continue the Stephen Collins Foster Mu
swimming pool will be open,
housing The
me noaenu
rmvc se
sc- courage
_„_.,._,__
__—--—-The first building In each of
housing.
students have
Is over.
and meals will be served In supervising the recreational pro- lected councils within the resl- their education after high school.
the complexes — one for men on the site of the old baseball shouting
sic
Camp.
Enrollment
for
the
••By working together, we can
gram.
the cafeteria of the 8.U.B.
31st season from June 12 to July and one for women — will be field.
help to promote Eastern. Most
completed by the spring semesPresently under construction of all, we want to show our
0 totals 170.
\
Under Uie direction of Nick ter of the 19*57-68 academic on campus are two dormitories pride In our university.
Not
Koenlgsteln the band and or- year.
—81-storv commonwealth Hall just during Community Pride
Others will be built one at a
chestra present concerts alterfor 646 men, and nine-story Week, or Freshman Week, or
nate every Tuesday, Thursday, time and approximately a year Singleton P. Walters Hall for Homecoming, but 3S6 days a
and Sunday in the amphitheatre apart, Dr. Martin said.
women. Both are expected year.
Recitals are given weekly in the
Plans for the women's com- 404
know we'll get the all$10,000
Budget
to
be
ready for occupancy dur- out"We
Foster Music Building. The plex, prepared by Marye and ing the
cooperation of everyone," be
"The college couldn't run with- "Aftermath," with his wife be a detailed personality sketch
spring
semester
of
the
Dr.
Park
came
to
Eastern
Nancy Richardson Park. They of Dr. Stovall.
camp will perform in Bards- Bond, uexlngton, call for two
added
out me, so when I left they"had have two children, Mrs. Shirley
Dr. Stovall and his wife Vir- when it was known as Eastern town at the Talbott Theatre. The 13-story dormitories and two 1966-67 school year.
to change," laughed retiring Park Dean and Dr. George E. ginia have three sons, Howard,
Kentucky Normal School. He re- final performance will be given 21-story structures. Each of
Dean Smith Park. His official
Thomas, and Jeffrey. They be- minisced that in 1906 the fiscal on July 9 at 8 and will be broad- the air-conditioned halls will
retirement date as Acting Dean Park.
long to the Presbyterian Church.
house 600 women. A 100-seat
Dean Park's successor as
budget for Eastern was $20,000 cast live over the radio.
of Faculty is today, the day
He is a member of Phi Delta "hardly enough to hire a good
Students rehearse six hours cafeteria will be built simultanDean of Faculty Is Dr. Thomas
Eastern becomes a university.
eous with the construction of
Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi (scholasAfter serving Eastern for 43 F. Stovall. He comes to Eastern tic honorary). A. A. U. P.. NEA. professor nowadays." In the per day and have the opportu- the third dorm In the complex.
years. 36 as head of the math de- from the University of South National Council of Social Stud- first 00 years of Eastern there nity to take private lessons from
moderator, lecturer, and panelThe complex, planned for
college staff or visiting staff
By MARV MANNING
partment. Dr. Park Is now cen- Florida in Tampa, where he has ies, and the Association for High- was little more than $7 million the
ist on such television programs
spent on the plant; in the last specialists. Classes in music construction on the northeast
Progress News Writer
tering his life around his home served the last six years. In the er Education.
The fourth annual Creative as "First Meeting," "Calvacade
five years over (40 million has literature and theory are offered corner of the campus, near
on Barnes Mill Road known as Progress's next issue there will
Brockton will cost $11,777,200. Writing Conference on campus of Books," "The Twentieth Cenunder their program.
been spent.
Four 11-Story Dorms)
The recreation program for the
officially begins July 18 and tury American Novel," and
On the change to university
Plans for the men's project
"Writers on Writing."
status Dean Park said. "We are students Includes a trip to Ber- call for four 17-story air-con- runs through July 22 under the
Lelghton Ballew la chairman
Just changing our name to what ea to see the Daniel Boone Story ditioned dormitories, each to direction of Dr. Byno Rhodes,
of the department of speech and
to see t
we already are. The university , and
mm to
», Bardstown
.—.
house 616. A cafeteria, seating professor of English.
has been organized and acting Stephen Foster Story,
The conference will feature drama. He was one of the foundas such." The two biggest' —
Mr. Fredrick Shroyer of Cali- ing directors of the Southern
changes since the proposed unifornia State College, Mr. Leigh- Writers Conference.
He also founded and developton Ballew of the University
versity status has been the organization of the two-year uniGeorgia, and Mr. Hollls Sum- ed the Junior Artist Fellowship
versity college for all undermers of Ohio University. The This program has brought some
graduates and starting gradenrollment to date stands at thirty young theater artists and
students from Norway. Sweden.
uate programs in history and
fifteen students.
English according to Dean Park.
Requirements for a participant Scotland, Great Britlan, Germany, Austria, and Australia to
Necessary Changes
kills her husband. Three contra- of the Conference Include at- the University of Georgia as
"There has been much change
By MARY JO RUDD
tendance
of
all
fifteen
sessions
dictory versions of the "facts"
and advance preparation of an graduate students and Junior
p
physically ana academically
'°*w*V?toan
" ^H-ntel-fla!
at the trail: ^^
Uie ban-. acceptable manuscript of a Artists In Residence.
"Rashomon."
ortental-na i »" agiven
the ^^
and
nua
since university status was an•Professor of law Tear**
nounced," stated Dean Park. vored dfMM,wlllbe ■>_"""" ! bands (through the services of short story, play, or four peoms.
Summers taught at GeorgeThe manuscripts should be subralM his spirit)
Among the changes he mention- July 27-26 by the Summer a sorceress who
who raises
ed were the higher proportion Theatre In the Pearl Buchanan Each version is true In its fas- mitted by mail, in advance of town College and the University
of Ph. d.'s to the faculty and the Theatre starting at 8:15 p.m. AU hion but weighted in favor of the Conference, to Dr. Rhodes. of Kentucky before going to Ohio
University. He has been selectgrowth of the physical plant. He seats reserved, general admis- the teller. The play questions
Informal Social Hours
ed "Distinguished Professor of
remarked that many changes sion $1.00, students s.'/tf.
•What Is truth?" and emphaPlanned socuu nours during
that might meet with criticism,
The story Is an adaptation of sizes the interplay of vice and the Conference will be used for the Year" both at the University
of Kentucky and Ohio Universuch as building in the tree-fill-. an authentic Japanese NOH virtue in all of humanity.
informal discussion of manued ravine, "are
necessary, (classical play) and Is a mixture
The main characters are the scripts by students and lecturers sity.
He has published poetry and
though we may not like It. Some of comedy, drama and mystery. bandit, played by Ron StaUer; The Conference may be audited
things must be sacrificed for the It is directed by Joe E. Graber, the wife, played by Jill Smith: free of charge. The public Is In- fiction In numerous magazines
growth of the school."
summer guest director of the the husband, played by Doug vited to attend the evening ses- Including "Harper's," "The SatAfter his retirement Dean theatre. He Is director and mem- Hill; the wlgmaker, played by sions; all sessions are open to urday Review," and "The Swanee Review." Among his works
Park wants to "see a lot of ber of the faculty and Creative Gary Mosley; the woodcutter, faculty and students.
things I haven't seen," golf, and Arts Center, Western Virginia played by Jess Wynn; the priest,
Shroyer. now a professor of are five novels, three volumes
of poetry, and three literature
do some farming.
University, where he teaches played by David Klk; and the English and American LiteraDean Park Is a member of drama and playwriting. His wife mother, played by Ethel Russell. ture, has had wide experience texts. He has received awards
from the Ford Foundation and
Phi Beta Kappa ("as are my two Pst designed and made the cosAlthough the play is basically In writing conference. He found- "The Saturday Revtaw."
children"). Tau Beta Pi, Pi Mu tumes for the play.
serious, especially the reanact- ed both the Pacific Coast WritRegistration for the ConferMathematical Society, and the
ment of each version of the ers Conference and the Idyll- ence will end on July 18 providWhat Is Truth?
Mathematical Association of Awild Writers Conference.
story,
there
is
some
surprisinging the applicant's manuscript
the Eastern catalogue by Dr. Dean Park
merica. He is an elder In the I The plot is of the wife of a ly high comedy as the wlgmaker
Served on TV Programs
Dr Thomas Fisher Stovall. right, new Vice
retiring Dean and Chairman of the DepartFirst Christian Church of Rich- Samurai warrior who is assaultHe has served as consultant. has been accepted
President of Academic Affairs and Dean of
(Continued
On
Page
**W«a>)
ed by a roving bandit, who then
ment of Mathematics.
SrSSnlU^lt*l«*M»<«io»r V

Steps Toward New Title
Completed Today, July. 1

University Status Effective Now

Groundbreaking Ceremonies
Held For Moore Building

Project Upward Bound Brings

150 High School Students To E.K.U.
For First Taste Of College Life

Dorm Complex Plans
Advanced Last Week

Dr. Park Retires; Dr. S tovall Named V.P.

Creative Writing Conference
Beginning July 18-22

i•

Little Theatre Presenting
'Rashomon', July 27-28

Dean Thomas Stovall And Dean Smith Park
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Jrff win.

■"taSFSBS SSti«&-^^
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The Mafcic Hour ...

Eastern Becomes University Today

»
I-

AS THE MAGIC HOUR of midnight tra-

ten to meet. This drive has necessitated

tbefwm of a greater alarm, fmaocklsup

inttenew.so w.ththetollmgofthemd- to meet the needs of leanung of the
night chimes Eastern became Eastern Ken- highest ^aty." h u now tune for Easttucky University.
ern to move ahead to meet its stare of the
The change, perhaps one of the most educational demands placed orrthe insbimportant in the history of the institution, tutions.
was heralded quitely, but steps leading up
The achievement of university status
to the achievement of university status were does not provjde Eastern with a new camslow and laborious culminating in.the passIt does,
or compieteiy new facilities.
age and signing House Bill No. 238.
however, provide us with the necessary
The achievement of university status prestiegc ^d academic mobility within the
is not an earth shattering, r*™**Tf present structure to meet the needs placed
change for Eastern, but rather a much dim
serve! log,a» and -^Jg*"
*" Eastern may now well afford to acdie development of an institution of public ^^ ^^^ of ifa ^dep^.

g. corpoimte7oans and grants. endow^^ and research grants. Increases in
^ ^^ uafafc pUnt and its facilities will experience greater case in accomplishment in securing financial support,
Wjth ^ ^nut m tcOatac offer.
„ well „ ^phenomenal yearly increase m the student 1^ enrollnxnt, the
. Q( ^ ^^^ wfl| ^^^ u m)K
%££,, i™ ft* higher education with
roore dearir^fmed objectives and goals,
•».-. J.. -;,>!«,. 1J4. -„,« „pJL» C
, J^fi^SS fifS*
^
^

higher education^
establishing mcnts' "P*^ £*£?*. Mds other
. .
mi£^Su\XmZi tnoofw2 than eduCation" TheJf'nt £? l*^
Wi l te
^
l
r*"11 "? f*" I'* *"
enacted. T
Inffi£ierXamTfou"
1922 Eastern became a tour- ^^
•
Qf Braduate studies m the areas
year institution and was called Eastern ^Ssn^a History. Several other deKentucky State Normal School and Teach*, are also m the process of preers College. 1930 saw the Normal School L,rin« to offer such advanced degrees
dubbed Eastern Kentucky State Teachers ^thi* coming years.

£f after intangible benefits whose value
«n only be realized with the passage of
time ZZ7-.
and noted mobility„ provided«- " J
„ , We saluate you, Eastern Kentucky
University!
■

S»S2£S
^SRflfeaaSaftS
1948 and the College was giverthe rig* £ ? - ^
^/^ |

Twentieth Century

w ffl 'ZZKTSS, SEfrfsS will be much more meaningful. Perhaps
March 24, 1965, die Eastern Board of Re^ ^ J^ ^^
gents approved the reorganizing of East^ ^ students ^^ alumni
emuito an academic structure of six F^ ^.^ ^
^ fa
scno
™»-. _
.
^
J placement opportunities and recruitment.

By PAT ABNBT
^ .-^ _ „.
'E^VlHrta^wirtKfK £
aigy-"^^
pntiltsaiiil ■■■—■? by the OnMtan- Orab, a*

n

(mjmTOir8 nWKl

3 gffl S 3 wfi,. -.3 j* SfittXttSL —■ - - —■ *™

i

lege of Arts and Sciences, College ot Busi^^C^L ^d7, C^X^
University College, and the Graduate
Eastern i, a multi-purpose institution

graduates.
Recognition of benefits incurred to the
achieveme^ of ^^^ sUtu$ cannot,
however, be limited to prestiege value upon

ITAef* is i word to describe this gumbo of
Violence and love
Split atoms and churches
Martyrs and machines

working toward the accomplishment of
many elids in many areas. We may take
for Lample the Leasing demand for
teachers. Since the first two-year degrees
conferred in 1907, over 75 percent of Eastem's graduates have entered the teaching
profession. Eastern leads the state in the
production of teachers and is recognized
%£££ t to high £*% 3 the
teachers it prepares.
A university has been described as "an
institution of learning of the highest quality." The many scientific and technological advancements and conquests made
every day have provided use with new almost insurmountable goals which we has-

^1°'^^V? >T»Z
«*« *e varied aspects which take place
0~ -d provide die value for these
oegrees.
....
The student and faculty morale wdl
be greatly enhanced by the inherent pride
consistent with the institution carrying a
university seal. Faculty and staff recruiting and retention will be much more easily
accomplished
Q^ialifkations will be
clearly defined, and academic progress will
stimulate desire and the need to succeed.
Further interest and stimulation wtll be
J«*£l? *teS in * ^^^ *
progressiveM*^
Loyalty to the Alma Mater wdi take

Utsln?Aw7ohhame?
/*W/< Wall of Shame?
#
^
. •-•. ,
—
,
^Z\^'t'i,Mnaimllj0MtL nftim.
^J^^S^
t«»*g J*» - iffn.s.cm °" *j
*"""
^Ztt'aXJe
*"
"""* '
%%" bithMess
***! >r** helpless...
TM,Limo,
immgr
A whole hundred years of talking like crazy
A£* ^ ^ ^ ra\ionalJng; reason•'

■\

previous

of $ome x

Psychoanalyzing; pleading; selling;
Arbitrating over U.N. tables...
Negotiators for civilization?

QQ{s £Marb of jRsywta
;

World of Invention?
A society progressing toward

Tuntem JKwtfattfco ^tate (balltat

"Mental Health" and tranquiUzers,

<-^
la pltaaae to wmmm
tha raeaalgwtfim of tba utatttutUm
*

K
Freeways and Split levels.
"Peacetime" with Red China and Viet
Nam,
^11 the hopes of democracy
Riding in space with a man in orbit!

The Atomic Age?

1t»tent
Penfaidm Pntbersttn
6
rffacttaa July 1, 1088

r

.

....

Chemicals of nineteen times a hundred
years
In soaring climax /. . AN EXPLOSION!
Not an explosion created by nuclear fission,
But one of... HUMAN FISSION.

To Much Quiet

Weekends Need More Activities
THE SUMMER SCHOOL student who
remains on campus during weekends may
find two'long days of peace and quiet with
ample opportunity to sleep or study.
Put the summer school student who
does not like to sleep and study away an
entire weekend has a problem if he remains on campus.
Thus far, with summer school three
weeks old, practically no recreation has
been provided for the summer school student who needs something to do on weekends. Many have -complained among
themselves, and although many summer
students are well over thirty years old, the
young "regulars" feel that they should not
be forgotten.
, Then too, there are many freshmen
who are on campus for the ...first time.
Their impressions of college life should
not be formed while they sit in their rooms
on Saturday nights.
With these things in mind, we would
like to make suggestions toward changing
certain aspects of the existing campus recreations.
For instance, if the pool could be kept
open at nights on weekends, students could
have small "pool parties" economically and
safely. Many students now complain that
the pool is sometimes too crowded because
of the many high school students on campus. Perhaps certain times of the week
could be designated for the younger students, thus allowing more space for the
regular college students.
Presently, three campus movies are offered each week. If one of these could be
moved to Saturday night, the weekend students could be entertained. Or if that
isn't possible, the situation would be helped
if the grill were open on Saturday nights
with dancing to the juke box allowed.
Saturday mornings also present problems. The summer school student must
fast unless he gets up early enough to get
into the cafeteria breakfast lines. The
grill does not open until late in the day.
Therefore, one of Eastern's most popular
past times, socializing in the grill, is
stunted, and is revived again only when

Monday comes around.
Presently, the only campus dance existing is Thursday night's square dance..
This is definitely a worthy activity, but it
does nothing for the nonsuitcasing student
on weekends.
Of course there are many obstacles to
be overcome before entertainment can be
arranged. But there are still five weeks
left in the summer school term, and the
four weekends remaining should each have
at least one activity to make them more
enjoyable to the summer school student

PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS Eastern Kentucky State
College, Richmond, Kentucky officially
gains universitf^atus on July 1, 1966; and,.
WHEREAS the name will be Eastern.
Kentucky University from that-daft; and
WHEREAS the University is-the educational and cultural center of the community:
THEREFORE, we, Earl B: Baker,
Mayor of the city of Richmond, Kentucky
and Robert Turley, Judge of the Madison
County Court do hereby jointly proclaim!
the week of June 27 through July 2, 1966.J
as Community Pride Week for Eastern
Kentucky University and July 1, 1966, at
Eastern Kentucky University Day and call
on all citizens of the city and county to
.give recognition to it. We also express
the desire that this week will serve as only
the beginning of a new and intensified
"Partnership for Progress" between the
community and the University.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We have
here-unto set our hands and caused the
seals to be affixed.
DONE in the Gty of Richmond, Kentucky this 27th day of June, 1966.

£ar1 B. Baker, Mayor
CITY OF RICHMOND

Robert Turley, Judge
* MADISON COUNTY COURT

•We're One Of Nine'

Undergraduate Research Training Program Flourishes On Summer Campus
I

AS PART OF Eastern's continuing
growth, now as a university, this summer
the Undergraduate Research Training Program officially began on campus. As one of
nine universities taking part in the national
experiment, for the first time on a largescale basis, Eastern undergraduates are
given the opportunity to learn research
methods.
The sixteen students selected to take
part in the program were chosen by meeting the following criteria: a cumulative
grade point average of 30 (may be figured
without freshman year), SCAT scores in
the upper quartile, completed basic education ana psychology courses, plan to
student teach in fall of 1966, completed
48 semester credit hours by spring 66, and
be approved by the professor coordinating
the special area in which the student would
be working. The sixteen Eastern students
chosen are Martha Brewer, Suzanne Dunavon, Nina Tackett, Eugene Hashem, Richard Hill, Hildreth Kidd, Linda Lough,
Ian# Kfunann Danhne Northern Barbara

Pagano, Helen Pierce, Anthony Scarfone,
Judy Sears, Pamela Smith, Pat Witt, and
Sherryn Witten.
Lack of Qualified Researchers
A need for such a program became
apparent when elementary and secondary
schools began applying for funds to improve instruction in their school systems
under the "Semen* j.£t».. JEondsj) Act
of 196) and there was not a sufficient sup
ply of qualified researchers. Under the
federal grant the program hopes to identify the potential educational researcher, to
help him select courses to prepare him for
an intensive research orientation program,
to teach him to conduct research .in isolated
communities, to encourage him to study
research methods after graduation, and to
begin a systematic study of learning problems associated with the Appalachian
area.
There are four areas of special interest: curriculum, human growth and development, psychology and reading. Dr.
Robert Bvrmv coordinator -* **•» »«»—«■"

conducts the reading area, Dr. Mary Ellen
Curtin conducts the psychology program,
Dr. Robert Grise is in charge of the curriculum program, and Dr. Newell Gill coordinates the human growth and development group. There are four students in
human growth and development and curriculum, five in reading and three in psychology.

ItLJ^gl^^ucts^^'

projects and each individual tackles a different problem, alt sixteen will help establish a "core project" of an IBM—based
reference system for the classification of
educational research related to teaching
problems.
The program is to extend till June,
1967. This summer the students learn research methods, work for 30 hours a week
and become oriented to the program.
Financial benefits are free tuition fees and
books, plus $400. Next fall during student teaching the student-researchers pick

During the spring semester, besides six
hours of electives, the students work 20
hours a week and take six hours of research courses. They receive tuition and
fees, plus $250.
Late in the spring all sixteen undergraduates hand in a research paper telling
of their particular problem, the work that
has been completed, arid the research
TK&>olir Jtnb tod&'ikaJv.'MJ.- ,heen used.
The worth of this program will be
shown in the next ten yeais. Kentucky
desperately needs qualified teachers, administrators and coordinators in its school
systems. As Eastern supplies Kentucky
with some of the best elementary and
secondary school personnel, it is fitting
that it takes part in the program to educate
exceptional students in the science of research techniques. The challenge of opening this program to undergraduates for the
first time should be well-met by the qualified Eastern professors and their sixteen
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Drama, Music, And Dance Throughout Ky.
<„

Pioneer Playhouse Presents
Array Of Summer Plays

The Book Of Job'
Open In Pineviile

By BAWDY Ml! WHY
,
risgreos Ttaimu Editor
Broadway may well envy the great assortment and quality
of theatrical production* available this summer In Kentucky!
Kentucky has a carvan of dramas that will hare something
to offer every theatre goer. Taking advantage of the natural
setting and local history, shows about Daniel Boone and Stephen
roster are betaf given. Biblical and original drama are also
available In Kentucky play house*. Music lovers are In store
for a variety of sounds at one of the state parks. All la all for
native Kentucklans or tourist the attractions In this state
should be enough to make anyone'* vacation complete.
In addition, every Wednesday
Pioneer Playhouse is presentlag an array of original plays night until August Si, the'drama,
•The Dr. Ephraim McDowell
this summer.
These plays Include: "When Story" will be performed. This
In Rome," a romantic comedy 1* the famous story of the Danby Paul Hunter, June 28-July S; ville, surgeon who performed
"Oh, Oracle," comedy by John the world's first abdominal
Orlssmer. July. M»;
"Pink operation. This play was written
tight*," musical comedy by Irv- by Eben Henoon.
ing StrouM, July 21-Aug.2;
Pioneer Playhouse l* located
"Look Forward To Yesterday,"
a human comedy by Eben Hen- on Wilderness Road, Danville.
official —_—
state
son. Aug. *•!»;
■on,
4-lo; "Coup
v**up For
rw You
*vw It
*i is
» Kentucky's
«*«*■»***».■»j • «•..—Two. Too," by Peter Strong, theatre. It 1* the only profe»slonAurr ie.eeIs litv*
Love ffvurv.
Every al summer theatre In America
Aug.
18-SO; »u1
and "1i
thing?" a comedy by Edward devoted to promoting new plays
by American playwrights.
Dudowics. Sept. l-o.

E*u+Tn Program

Friday, July I, 1966
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Support The
Summer

•The Book of Job" Wendell
and Irene Corey's famous adapt
etion from the Bible, in Pine
Mountain State Park near Pine
vine, opened its eighth season.
This Inspiring production by
the Everyman Players Is a triumph of imaginative makeup
and costuming. And in its home
surroundings it achieves spectacular lighting effects with the
gaint, eerie shadows of the players cast up on the huge cliff
that serves as a backdrop.
In its eight-year existence
"The Book of Job" has been performed all over the world by the
Everyman Players and has earn
ed criUcal acclaim everywhere.
Show time is 8:*0 nightly except Sundays until August 31.
Reserved seats are S3 and $2.50,
unreserved 12; Children under 12
half-price.
,
"The Book of Job." the only
Kentucky outdoor production to
gain an international reputation,
will travel to England and Wale*
In October as an American representation of religious drama.
"Job" has been chosen by the
U. 8. Department of Commerce
Travel Advisory Committee to
be listed with American festivals of major Interest to overseas visitors. The committee
will promote it abroad as part
of "Festival U. S. A. '66."

The Daniel Boone Story* Opens
With Cast Of Eastern Students

the 11 songs which advance the
plot of the historic drama. The
music was composed by Frank
Porter, a folk song writer.
The strength of this production lies in Its many colorful
songs and dances. Vickie Sue
Turpin, another Eastern graTraces 80000*8 life
duate, is choreographer.
The drama, which traces the
Indian Fort Theatre
major events in Boone's life
"The Daniel Boone Story" is
from 1770-1789 was adapted by presented
In the beautiful Ina play written by Earl Bobbs dian Fort Theatre
in the Berea
Smith.
_
College forest, which la the
r— „Stuart,
tu,rt Kentucky's
Jesse
Kentucky's Poet
Poet uowsge roresi, wmai """=
l^ureTte^w^rScsJor »-«
tucky, <>ute^theatre
It seats 2150 InKenpeople.
There will be nightly performances up until September 5
with the exceptions of Sundays
and July 29.
Student* la Oast
The cast is composed of 49
actors known as the Boone
players. Principle actors from
Eastern are:
" Al Allison, Lord Dunmore,
Squire Boone, from Harrodsburg; Suzanne Ankrum, Martha
Washington, Lexington; Kaye
auditioned by Mr. Beckett, pro- Asher, Mrs. Thomas Jefferson,
The Stephen Foster Story.'"
fessor of music, College Con- Goddess of the Moon, Letcher;
of 1966 will have the most baldancer,
servatory of Music, Cincinnati, William A. Cheek,
ced staff in our history," is the
Louisa; Stanley Cornett.Indlana,
opinion and optimistic forecast and then competed with several Richmond,
of Director James Byrd and Mu- hundred applicants tor a role.
Susan Couch, Abby Calloway,
sical Director Willis Beckette. "We had several auditions and Covlngton; John Currans,
All but Israel of the Boone funny are students or former
This year we will be more vi- eliminations, and we have made George Washington, Duquesne,
students of Eastern. Part of the cast of "The Daniel Boone
brant and stage-worthy than selection* from those who reach- Harrodsburg; Betsy Elder, setStory" which began Saturday night at the Indian Fort
ever before," said Director Byrd ed the finals," said
Beckett; tle, Louisville; Doug Horsley,
Theater, Berea, are. from left: Berea student Tony Fern
at the completion of the comDancer, Dragging Canoe, Wurtas Israel Boone; Mrs. Katherine Lord, Eastern student and
"Big Tent Theatre Deluxe" I petltive auditions held recently "It's the finest cast ever assem- land; Kenn Keith, Ass't Direcfaculty wife as Rebecca Boone; Dale Tarter, Somerset, forwill be on hand to entertain In Bardstown. Mr Byrd is pro- bled!"
tor, Old Boone, Louisville; Judmer Eastern student as Daniel; Fonda McAlister, Eastern
Judith
Cable
has
been
contourists at Park Mammoth Re- feswr of «•»«»." «j»Jg
ith Lawler,
Boone's grandjunior, as Jemima Boone; and David Smith, Eastern sophosort, at Park City. Blsbee's I director of Belknap Theatre, tracted for a part in "The Ste- daughter, West Union, Ohio;
more, as David Boone.
Comedians are presenting a Louisville.
Kathleen
Lord,
Rebecca
Boone,
•Toby^ahow.
Each cast member was first phen Foster Story." Miss Cable Richmond; Fonda McAlister,
has an outstanding background Jemima Boone, Louisville;
in piano, speech, singing and Yvonne C. McDowell, dancer,
dance and has several state a- Cynthiana.
wards to substantiate her selecLarry Measle. Judge Richard
tion for thi* year's drama. She Henderson, Lexington; Ann S.
Miller, dancer, Elisabeth town;
is a member of the Oberlin Mary Montgomery, settler,
A billboard of summer variety the Severinson Sextet, Dukes of
|"Cholr, the Eastern College Choir Louisville; Sue Moores, dancer,
entertainment at Kenlake State Dixieland and Woody Herman
Cynthiana;
Rudd
Parsons,
setand Chamber Choir and a recent
Park Amphitheater. Hardin, has
winner of the Concert auditions tler, Louisville; George Proctor, been announced by Parka Com- la S3 tor reserved seats; $2.80
general admission, and halfKing Blacklist!, Richmond.
missioner, Robert Bell.
mt Eastern tor a performance
price tor children under 12. For
Larry
Reea,
dancer,
Oconosthis past spring.
Arranged in cooperation with the other seven attractions, the
Curtain time from June 18 tota, Brooksvllle; Winston Rob- the West Kentucky Drama As- admission is $2.60, $2 and halfthrough Sept. 4 is 8:30 p.m. erts, Thomas Jefferson, Burn- sociation, the full schedule of price for children under 12. SeaDavid Smith, James
daily except Mondays and well;
Bethel, Ohio; Jerry acts and their dates are: Dukes son tickets, good for all 10 atthere's a 3 :S0 matinee every Boone,
Smith,
Attacullaculla, George of Dixieland, July 1-4; Lexing- tractions, are available also, at
Sunday in an air-conditioned auton Singers, July 8-9; Severlnsen $20.
ditorium. Reserved seats are Rogers Clark, Frankfort; Vlckl Sextet, July 16-16; Mary Shelton
Tickets are on sale at Ken43, general admission $2, child- Turpin. choreographer, dancer, and Company, July 22-23; Billy lake State Park In addition to
ren under 13 half price. (They're Louisa; Clark Whitt, Chief Big Edd Wheeler, July 29-30; Louis- tickets, more Information can
admitted free to the Sunday Jim, Richmond.
ville Thoroughbred Chorus, Aug. be obtained by writing or phonThe show is sponsored by the
show*.) For reservations write
ing the park directly (area code
to Box 587, Bardstown, Ky. Richmond Exchange Club, a I Admission tor penormances by 502-474-3311).
Colors and plaids. Easy-care cottons- 6 to 18.
non-profit organization.
40004.
■The Daniel Boone Story" Is
a production composed almost
entirely oi people connected
with this university.
joe Johnson Is the director
of the play. He Is assistant
nrofessor of speech and drama
and director of the Little Theater here. Mr. Johnson is assisted by Ken Keith, an Eastern graduate. .
Skilled Staff on Set
Musical direction is Dr. RobKing. Chairman muiew
of the Deert King,
"SSlf ttrtkTHTB:

duate In August from E.K.U..
is technical director,
Costume designer Is Reba
Cruse from
Berea.
Bonnie
Goodman, a Junior here Is the
make-up supervisor.
Shirley
Frank, a Berea graduate, la the
organist.

Stephen Foster Story
Offers The Best In
Summer Musicals Shows

'Daniel Boone' At Berea

Big Tent Theater
»

Advertisers

Summer Variety
At Kenlake Park

SAVitftf
Boys' Walking Shorts
1.98

PERMANENT PRESS
Draw and Sport

SHIRTS

'Fun-Shu' Sneakers
2.98

AH Short Stoves • Drass in Whita; colors
Sport with Button-down and Regular Collar

Built by International Shoe Co. Cushion arch,
canvas uppers. Several colors. 4'/a to 10.

IHIRTS — $2.00
HENLEY SPORT SHIRTS
S2.00
—-j Men's. Specie.!
Spoddl |
Short Stoves. Men's. Young

I ■
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tttvn '

i>mu>%ft
Km,
UIAVB CIQQT flllALITY
ALWAY8FI

SNEAKERS — 1.98
SERVUS RUBBER CO. Sneakers. White and
Canvas uppers. 4'/a to 10.

Men's HA&GER Treated

SLACKS

V

•■j jnaasrfrn ~"* | ■i
A^

MIX or MATCH
COOL COMFORTABLE SHELLS!

2.98

3.98

Styles include new ribbed POOR BOY. Colors.

Stay Pressed Forever e Decron-Cotton Blends
Rayon-Dacron Tropicals e Cool Gabardines
Ivy, Tapered. Conservative
Navy - Olive - Black
WALKING SHORTS for men and yoanc[men.
Permanent Press — $3.00 and $4.00
SWIM TRUNKS for men. young men. Plaid emd
•olid color duck. Latex stretch. Surfer. O 98
regaiar andboker styles
*"*
|

PERMANENT PRRSS

|

DRESS AND SPORT

JAMAICAS FOR SUMMER WEAR!

1.98

2.98

Many are permanent praam. Light colors.

CUT OFFS AND SURFERS

1.98

2.98

Poplin* in solids and plaids. Also stretch denims.

SLACKS FOR SUMMER COMFORT!

2.98

3.98

Plaids and solids. Many permanent press. Also stretch denims.

Girls Cool Blouses

»i .98

SHIRTS

Washable cottons in solids and prints, sleeveless and
short »leeve*.

•2*

GIRLS' KNEE KNOCKERS — \M

Scrub denims and regular denims. Choice of colors.

Entire Stock of Summer Dresses
Women's. Misses', Juniors. Values to 14.88.
5.00 and 7.00

GIRLS' PLAYWEAR SETS — 1.44 & 2.44

WOMEN'S & MISSIS SUMMER SKIRTS

ELECTRIC HAND MIXER — $6.88

Special Group — 2.00 - 3.00 - 4.00

CANNON BATH TOWELS—2 FOR $1.00
nr x 44".
CLEAN UP TABU — SAVE Vi AND MORE

Reduced to Clear!

WOMEN'S AND MISSES SHORTS
Solid colors . . . Novelties

To $2.98 Vatos — $200
Fancies.

^^Cntire Stock lUdueed-VeJuea to 98c yd.

PRESSURE CANNER-COOKER — SI 8.88
Deluxe SUrror-XaUe Big lS-Qt capacity, removable
May-dean gasket control regulates pressure.
_

MEN'S SUMMER SUITS
Osl 00
a»eM*a»w

AUTOMATIC PERCOLATORS — $6.88
lUrro-Katic Aluminum, has Flavor dial, cool plastic
handle, complete with long cord.

$■%

r

r VIII ■

■

M.

awe*-

f ~.~L:

AM*.

■

Men's Summer Sport Coots

SUM $16.00

& $20.00

ERMANS

STRETCH DENIM JAMAICAS Be a sport and buy a
ridefobf

forbear mi Navy, loden,iond.blue/f«ied blue. pink.

for you... forever!

• <• »•

2.98

PROPORTIONED SKIRTS Finely tailored dim skirts of
crisp Fortrel* pt *ter/cotton. Black, navy or light blue. Perfect
ntm^etites'8tolc.average8to'8.talll2to20.Buy.mupl

SLIM STRETCH DENIM SLACKS What a btftNyta
stretch denim/cotton tapered slacks, with ufrsluM; **«■*■■
Navy, laden, sand, bright blue, 'faded* blue, pink. Petite 8-16,
av. 8-18, talll 2-18.
Q QQ

Extra long beaters with automatic ejector.

S Special Groups:

SALE SUMMER FABRICS — NOW 50c TV.

Values to $M M
l to

Blouse and shorts, and blouse and knee knocker sets.

looklw .roned these

4.98

Short lots. Slight soiled .. .

SLAX. Misses' & Women's— Now 2.00 - 4.00

ENTOI MOCK Of

•WM(N ruai.ll (Mil.

Scrub denims, stretch denims and permanent press
solids and plaids.

Well tailored in gey pleids you cen wesh and
weer. 8 to IB. (Sixes 3 to 6, $1.98).

SAlida and

SMI «** JKSTKSWMM,

GIRLS' SHORTS — 144

STRETCH DENIM KNEE-KNOCKERS Live » «p this
summer - especially at thi. low prlcel Cotton/nylon stretch denim
knee-knocker, with adjustable side tab.. Navy, laden, berry,
sand, faded' blue. 10 to 18.
gy QQ

MONDAY THRU

EASY-CARE SLEEVELESS BLOUSES Crisply tailored
Docran- polyastar/eotton blouse Sobreezy-care. tool Theyll
go great with all your sportswear. White, pmk. malxe, olive,
beige, navy. Buy a summer's worthl Sires 32 to 38.

SHOP PENNEY'S
FRIDAY, t TO 5:30 - SATURDAY 9 TO 8.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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IDEAL RESTAURANT
241 West Main

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE STORE

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS

Hotpoint Appliances, Giftware

240 South Second

Plumbing & Electrical Work

JIMMY TAYLOR
Photographer

RICHMOND
SUPPLY STORE

Richmond, Kentucky

221 West Main

MERLE NORMAN
COSMETIC STUDIO

THE RICHMOND
REGISTER COMPANY

South Second

South' Second

*\

<

112 East Main

McCORD
JEWELRY STORE

W. F. HIGGINS CO.
245 West Main

134 West Main

ELDER'S STORE

VARSfTY'«L

242 West Main

290 South Second
UNIVKBSITY STATUS EFFECTIVE NOW . . . Eastern
became officially recognized as Eastern Kentucky University
today as witnessed by the changing of all campus signs. This

■ ■Mi &rft|HD

R<miu»tfi

Is perhaps one of the most significant dates in the history
of the state Institution with the future laden with promise
for the physical and academic expansion of the University.

Compliments of

*

LERMANS
UNIVERSITY SHOP

ALWAYS RUST QUALITY W

200 West Main Street

West Main Street

SSFISItdlON GU'.RfNIf ED

West Main

Richmond, Kentucky
m*W»iw>*^v. --■-.*■

■

TONY'S AUTOSERVICE
Volkswagen repairs.

236 West Main

■r

_.!=■

Specializing in

«THOMAS
FURNITURE COMPANY

■mm-

ODUDO^QI

I IfW

-LVM.

IK)

MRuui

DPS

«i'*i-

»«««OM»

•»

Corner Big Hill Ave. & Steep St.

i

ROYAL ONE HOUR
CLEANERS

MODERN DRY
CLEANERS & LAUNDRY

North Second

130 Big Hill Ave. - 220 East Irvine

Phone 623-9911

GARLAND JETT STORE
117 East Main

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE

KENNY'S DRIVE IN
'Your purchase free if we
fail to thank you"
Big Hill Avenue

West Main

4 miles south on U.S. 25
Berea Road
Phone:

623-1718

J

.. ,:.

^™

—

u

DIXIE CREAM
DONUT SHOP
"made fresh daily" 15 varieties
Open 7 a. m. to 10 p. m.
College By Pass

DAVIS BEAUTY SALON

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
.

"Hair Styling our Specialty"

HINKLE

DRUGS

McKee Building - 101 S. First

310 West Irvine
Phone: 623-1200

Phone: 623-5770

East Main
Phone: 623-3218

L next to Convient Food Mart
,<*

GREEN'S BARBER SHOP
Second at Main

GENE'S STYLE SHOP
Ladies Apparel

PURKEY'S
FOOD MARKET

North Second

MADCO MOTORS
Sharp Used Cars
Big Hill Ave. Phone: 623-6500

Big Hill Avenue

0 & L STORE

NEWBERRY'S

West Main

136 West Main

STAFFER'S

!

PAINT STORE
204 South Third

200 East Main
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY . . . Eastern Kentucky University sports a lively and well-Integrated campus
holding: promise for the future of the institution, not only
in expanding: physical aspects of the University but also
forcastlng improvement and expansion of the academic

plant Model Laboratory School, lower left, exhibit* expandins; facilities to be completed this fall. At upper right are
the newly completed dormitories, Sidney Clay Han and
Palmer Hull.

OREN L COLLINS
THE SWEET SHOP

S

<

North Second

MICKEY'S FABRICS

PHARMACIST

McKee Building

Ph&ne 623-2336 — Reg. No. 380J
Main at First, Richmond, Ky.

KELLY'S FLORIST
& GREENHOUSE

JAN'S SHOES

KEN-CAR
HOSIERY COMPANY

211 West Main

"Socks Our Specialty"

'When you think of Flowers,
Think of Kelly's Florist"

7 for $1.00

823 East Main

216 East Main

Phone: 623-4998

Phone: 623-5676

STOCKTON'S
PHARMACY
~*S£ - ^LssC^-^GsC

West Main

Q Getty d;)
Walgreen Agency Drug Store

2nd & Main
Bob Beddow, Manager

■|B"

?

EASTERN SCHOOL of
HAIR DESIGN
309 West Main

ADAM'S PHILLIPS 66
Full Car Service
Open 24 Hours a Day
Eastern By Pass

The Little House

COLONEL DRIVE IN, Inc.
, Featuring Colonel Sander's

Women's Apparel

recipe Kentucky Fried Chicken

,

200 /2 South Third Street

Phone: 623-4158—623-9919

EesteraProgress

Fashions Show Poorboys AndHipsters Ahead
Miss Sandy Martin, a senior.
from Edmonton, is modeling a
navy blue corduroy hipster skirt'
and a light weight wool poorboy.
Her hipster skirt Is trimmed '
with two front pockets. Sandy Is |
also wearing a stripe, wool poorboy. The stripes are In navy blue
white and dark gold. This outfit would be worn later in the
fall.
Also modeling nere is Mia*
Jennifer Cottingham, a senior
from Fort Thomas. She has on
a pink cotton poorboy, with a
hipster skirt. Her skirt la an example of the new printed canvas that is making a hit. It has
a small pink flawer design in It,
and two hipster pockets. This
outfit is already taking over the
fashion scene.
These are Just a few of the
main samples of what the "In"
crowd will be wearing this fall.
So If you really want to be a hit
among the other college students
get in with the crowd and dress
Jn style.

Fridey. July I. 1966
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Athletic Director Honored
By 'Glenn Presnell Day'

Ten Years at Eastern
Born at Gllead, Neb., Presnell
Glenn Presnell. director of
athletics, was honored by the was an All-America halfback at
His first year, 1964, was his
Iron ton. Ohio, Country Club yes- Nebraska, and played In the best. His Maroons went undeterday with Glenn Presnell East-West All-Star Game in San feated in ssMon play and lost
Francisco at the end of his colDay.'
to Omana university 7-6 in the
Maroon head coach from 1964 lege career In 1927.
Tangerine Bowl at Orlando, Fla.
to 1963, and Nebraska All- AmerNational League Performer
ica in 1926, Presnell began a
Following his stint with the
successful professional football Ironton Tanks, he was all Nacareer in Ironton in 1928.
tional Football League perform"Glenn Presnell Day" festivi- er with the Portsmouth Spartans
ties started Wednesday night and the Detroit Lions.
with an open house at the IronAgainst Green Bay In 19M, the
ton Elks Lodge.
popular Presnell kicked a 54
Presnell, player-coach of the yard field goal, N.F.L. record
Hemlines have shot up like
Ironton Tanks from 1928 to 1990, for 19 years, still the second
prices In the last two years. The
GERALD
at the same time coaching the longest In Its history.
rise of hemlines In Vogue corRussell, Kentucky, High School
He began his collegiate coach- relates with the lines on the
football, basketball and baseball
ing career in 1937 as backfleld financial charts in the Wall
teams.
Street Journal, the Campus
He married Lizbeth Gehrling coach at Kansas. In 1938 he re- Chat, North Texas State Uniof Ironton in 1929. Presnell also turned to Nebraska and In 1942 versity said In an editorial.
named head coach. In 1943
ran a drug store in Ironton from was
The question la whether the
and "44. while serving
as a naval
1947 to) 1983
1*09 while
wniie he
no was
w» serving
•»« •"•* ——■ — ■
. T- t , .,hn»M Increase of prices causes the
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Gerald C. Maers, Elizabeth- a. an assistant Beaten, coach to officer he"■£^**"
shortening of skirts or the highTom Samuels.
»» North Carolina Pre-Fllght.
er hemlines create an affluent
town, has been awarded a gradeconomy.
uate assistant at Eastern for the
Higher hemlines may be caus1M6-47 school year, President
LESLIE WOMMACK
SANDY MARTIN
ing an air of happiness which
Martin
announced
this
week.
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Appearing here in a poorboy
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Model Laboratory School.
aerz. 409 College Street. Ellzasurgical-supply store. According
fall. They are being shown in wide hip-hugger resting on her
Tennis
intramurals began
to Newsweek, however, Manusolids, printa and wild, wild hips is used to give the two piece
Tuesday. All Summer matches bethtown, he served the 1966-86
facturers are finally responding
JENNIFER COTTINOHAM ' will be played on the Brockton year as editor-in-chief of the
atripes. Aa far as design, there
to the problem of
revealing
la not much variation. The cut effect.
courts.
"Flowered and Pocketed"
Eastern Progress.
More Poorboys and Hlpstern
stocking tops and hosiery susof the neckline is about the only
A 1962 graduate of Elizabethpension systems.
way the appearance of poorboys
Meanwhile, President Johnson
town H. School,Maerz has served
can change. They may have a
is advocating an Increase in
high rounded neckline, a boat
with a number of organizations
taxes- to discourage soaring Inneckline, or a lower more sex
since entering Eastern. In addiflation. The tax increase la not
appealing summer neckline. It
Dan
Jordan,
6-3
guard
from
tion to his being editor of the
Jim Baechtold, head basketto be harsh enough to have any
is now becoming a well-known
Progress, he served as a staff ball coach, has closed a success- Mllroy, Ind.; James Mlnshall, bearing on Wall Street.
fact that if you want to be with
reporter his freshman year, as- ful recruiting season with the 6-6 center from Newport CathoIn the next few years, prices
the "In" crowd, poorboys are a
Chester Rose, e* center
sistant news editor his sopho- signing of nine outstanding high lic;
and hemlines are both predicted
must.
more year and campus editor school cagers to Maroon grante- from Hazard; Larry TrunneU, to remain high, and Americans
Hipsters Still Popular
6-2 guard from Louisville Senhis junior year.
ln-aid.
will be showing off their prosperThe hipster skirts are also
He was also business manager
The signees, who could possi- eca, and Willie Woods, 6-3 guard ity.
popular among the "In" crowd
of Belles Lettres, campus liter- bly be Joined by a tenth accord- from Louisville Male.
this fall. Getting a head start
ary magazine, .this year. Other ing to Baechtold, will report to
on the fall fashion line are the
organizations in which he held the campus this fall to be mempainted canvas sirts. They conmembership Include: Kappa Iota bers of Coach Jack Adams: Masist of anything between tame
Epsilon; Student Council, Men's roon freshman squad.
small printa to large wild flowei
Inter-Dorm Council, Canterbury
Baechtold, commenting that
prints. Hinsier skirts are also
dub and Westminster Fellow- this la the largest number to
TIME
FIELD
ship.
sign Eastern pacts since he be- TEAM
Tuesday, Ads' 5
Campus Flick
came head coach in 1962, said
5:80
he Is pleased with the crop. "I Batmen—Browns
8:40
1
think we got some players that D.T.—Faculty
Wednesday, July •
will help in future seasons," he
8:80
remarked. "And on the whole Todd L—Brockton
HIRAM BROCK
6:40
1
they promise to be as outstand- Mets—Faculty
Thursday, July 7
AUTITORIUM
ing students aa athletes."
5:80
Composing Eastern's prospect- Pit Rovers—D.T.
6:40
1
ive freshman squad are: Tim PBR's—Brockton
Moaday. July 11
July 6, Wednesday
Argabright, 6-6 forward from
5:80
Anderson, Ind.; Leondlas Bail- Mete—Pit Rovers
"L SHAPED ROOM"
5:30
Plans have been announced by ey, 9-1 guard from Morgan Todd L—D.T.
2
the Kentucky Department of County; Edward Hare, 6-4 for- Batmen—Faculty
6:40
1
Leslie Caron
Highways for the building of a ward from Cambridge, Ohio;
Tuesday, July 13
5:30
game. These high, school students axe on , | new street on campus. The J87, Gary Holbrock, 6-6 forward from PBR'a—O.T.
Tom Bell
Recreation counselor, Dennis Colvin, demons6:40
campus as for the summer participating in A 000 project will connect Kit Car- Morgan County.
1
trates the proper use of a bat for a group
Browns—Faculty
#
son Drive In Brockton and Sumthe special Upward Bound Project.
Of.
Wednesday, July 18
of Upward Bound students during a Softball
July 11, Monday
5:30
mit Avenue.
1
Batmen—Pit Rovers
The University Bypass will be
6:40
1
Todd L—Mets
"HEROES OF
widened to four lanes to the
Thursday, July 14
5:30
L and N Railroad tract at a coat
TELEMARK"
Brockton—D,T.
6:40
of $169,000. Lancaster Ave. will
1
Browns—Pit Rovers
Kirk Douglas
also be widened. The 1404.000
Monday, Jaly IS
5:30
allotment calls for work from
PBR's—Mets
Richard Harris
Main Street to College Street.
J$:«©
Matthew S. Emerson, a mem- Batmen—Todd L
2
All these improvements are ber of the Department of Geo- Faculty—Pit Rovers
6:40
1
planned to remedy the traffic graphy and Geology, has been
July 13, Wednesday
Tuesday, Jnly 1*
5:30
problems connected with Uni- selected for post-graduate study Brockton—Mets
"GUNS OF BATISI"
5:80
versity traffic. A starting date In the 1966 Summer Conference Browns—Todd L
2
6:40
tor the projects has not been on Water Resources for college PBR's—Batmen
1
Jack Hawkins
announced.
teachers supported by the NaRichard Attenborough
tional Science Foundation.
The conference Is now being
Flora Robson
held at New Mexico State University and will end July 8.
All participants in the conferJuly 15, Friday
tt
ence must submit papers relat"LOVE HAS
ed to water resources. Emerson
will present a paper titled,
MANY FACES"
NOW! ENDS TUES.
'Characteristics and Problems of
Groundwater Resources In KenLana Turner
JOtli-CENTUKY FOX pn*iU
tucky."
Hugh CBrian
Emerson, a native of Wooster,
Ohio, has been at Eastern since
1964. He holds the B. A. degree
July 18, Monday
utfJJXflt
from College of Wooster and the
"SHOCK TREATMENT"
M. 8. degree from the University of Tennessee.
Lauren Bacall
. In 1969 he was co-director of
a National Science Foundation
Stuart Whitman
Grant for the acquisition of unRoddy McDowell
dergraduate instructional scientific equipment.

Hemlines Still

Go Up, Up

Gerald Marez
Awarded
Assistantship

Intramural Sports
Going On Now

Husband Hunting?

Baechtold Recruits
Nine New Cagers

Intramural Softball Schedule

B

New Street
To Be Built
On Campus

•Here's How It's Done, Fellows'

Matt S. Emerson
Doing Post-Graduate
Study On Water

n

NEW!

cJWwcModt
WALKING
SHORTS

"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"

mm

with a

Carol Linley

July 20, Wednesday
"I LIKE MONEY"
Peter Sellers
Nadine Gray
John Neville
July 22, Friday
"THE CHASE"
Marlon Brando
Jane Fonda
July 25, Monday
"ZORBA THE GREEK"
Anthony Quinn
Alan Bates
Irene Papas
July 27, Wednesday
"WOMAN
OF STRAW"
Sean Connery
Gina Lolabrigida
July 29, Friday
"THE HALLELUJAH
TRAIL"
Burt Lancaster
Lee Remick
Selected Short Subjects

's

H | ,

New. tapered legs give you
the fashionable "slender
look"—masculine,
outdoorsy, studied
casualness! Belt loops.
Plain shades and plaidsall priced at a mere

4.99

NO SEATS RESERVED
E*WY TKktt Hciitr bnrMteta A Seat

'i ■>•<

gl

«,
•<

"
STARTS WED., JULY *

.I •'i..
i in

Opens 7:00 P.M.
One Show Only
Admission 50c
Children Under 12 - 25c

RICHMOND

Richmond's Family Store
Since 1893

iVlon

DRIVE IN THEATRE
4 Miles South On U.S. U
BEREA ROAD
PHONE 688-1118

"It's Finger Uekln' Good!

DUSK TO DAWN!
ADMISSION 81.00

HOW TO SIWF A WU
coLOoaSmS 2ESSf mm

BUCKET
FEEDS 5 TO

«

3.50

PEOPLE ....

BARREL

and 6.99

ELDERS

On The Way Up-Town

ANY OCCASION-ANY TIME

- SATURDAY —

.»„
I'filiii
Hi;

Starts Sunday. JulvJO

THE WILDEST
POKER GAME
IN THE WEST!
HENRY FONDA
JOANNE WOODWARD
JASON ROBARDS

A BIB HAND
UTTLEIADY

FEEDS 7 TO
10 PEOPLE ...

H%rPgnirWl<'5Hg
rlsjHMiisliBj emnai
"3 Road Runner Carteoas"

"RATTLE OF
THE BULGE-

4

.50

DRIVE-IN
COLONEL RESTAURANT
Big Hill Avenue

Did 623-4158

Richmond. Ky.

SUN. - MON. - TUES.

Red Line 7000
(ft

DM1

WED. - THUR. - FRI.
STARTS JULY 13!

All Programs
Ticket Office

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
623-4528

SLENDER
LOOK
If your old walking shorts
have that "baggy britches"
look, you're out-dated!

BE OUR GUEST FOR A
"FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY

(^MADISON

■""■fl

MNU8IMVIWMTA
_. BO NUT

I
Seen:

flUfv
RHP

'Fir*.

1-

C>o*J

MOO UY 1 -15 - ,5

SPECIAL
On
Kentucky Fried Chicken |
Bay one Chicken Dinner at the regular price and get a second
Chicken Dinner tor only 66c upon presentation of this coupon. I
Get a duUUu— Kentucky Fried Chicken with mashed potatoes, |
eteeatt*, gravy, and cole slaw. No substitutions are made.

MOWDAY^ TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY ONLY

|
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In All The Heat

The Summer School Student
I to receive her degree this sumBy JOYCE LEE ■
PregTees Feature Writer
mer.
Another student. Shell! DanThe Intense heat ouUidc, the
coolness of the alr-condltloned ham, a freshman majoring In
bulldlng-s inside, the crlspness Home Economics from Maysof the grass being sprayed pro- ville said. "Tin here to get extectively by campus water tra hours and for experience. I
hoees, the hours of morning love the feenng of Indepenclasses with moments of after- dence and I really cant say that
noon study and then off to the I dislike anything about Eastpool for pleasure characterise ern."
There are many reasons why
summer school at Eastern.
Many Eastern students like student or students that pretend
to think of Eastern as a home to be students come to summer
away from home, but Bertha 8. school. Some come to prepare
Mulllns, a summer student re- for the fall term, others come
gular from Amburgey majoring to get ahead, some come to
la Elementary Education re- make up lost hours, and one of
plied. "I love Eastern, but I the moat popular reasons is to
sure do miss home." She hopes see what summer school at

Eastern Is all about.
Need Larger Pool
Barbara Splllman, a freshman chemistry major from
Mlddleiboro is here to take a
special reading course, and as
she eagerly puts it,, to get
ahead. When asked how she
enjoyed summer school she replied, "It's great! The only
thing that needs to be larger
on this campus is the pool," was
her final comment.
"I need to get adjusted to
college," says Johanna Green,
a freshman from Lawrenceburg
who plans to major in psychology. A similar response comes
from Nita Welsh, a freshman
majoring In business education.
She says, "I want to adapt to

college life as soon as possible—
the instructors, the buildings,
the students and the campus in
general."' Nita also commented
that there seems to be a shortage in the number of available
males attending the summer
session.
Preparing for Fall
Rosalee Royalty, a charming
red-haired freshman from
Harrodsburg, is majoring in history, and she too has definite
reasons for spending the greater
part of her summer In school.
She said, "I would not feel
adquately prepared for the fall
term and be happy unless I got
settled down and used to college now!" Rosalee pointed out
that she felt extremely rushed

and pressured for time tat all
bar classes but she la happy j
that the campus attitude provides her leisure time to socialise with friends when her studies permit.
One student,
Wanda Sue
Williams, from Coving-ton, la a
senior and a elementary education major who compares summer school as sort of a vacation
to her. She stated that aha
was here to work toward gatting her degree so she might
teach this fall. Sue also remarked, "I love Eastern and I
like to come to summer school
because I like to meet new and
interesting people that one always finds In the summer
term."

Suggestions For Bored
Summer School Students
Lanes. Here students enjoy
By JOYCE LEE
two fun-filled hours of bowling
Progress Feature Writer
Many students who are at- and socializing with campus
tending the summer session at friends. The charge Is $1.35
Eastern are puzzled as to what for S games.
Popular campus Flicks
activities are offered to fill
Monday thru Friday at 7:30,
their spare time.
On "The Campus Beautiful," unless otherwise designated, a
as Eastern is frequently de- campus movie is shown in the
scribed, there are many op- Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Krtunities to have fun andMovies that have been shown
lowship while gaining know- recently Include "The Robe,"
"Our Man Flint," end "Joy In
ledge and experience.
Each afternoon students flock the Morning." Many other ento the outdoor swimming pool tertaining movies are scheduled
to soak up the sun, engage in a to be shown in the coming
friendly card game or campus months. The charge is 50c per
chit chat. The pool hours are person.
The Political Science Depart11 am. to 6 p.m. and the admission fee for non-members is ment Is sponsoring a series of
panel
discussions
on
the
90 cents.
Commonwealth Constitution ReTennis: "Dry Sport''
For those who would rather vision. They win be conducted
participate in a "dryer" sport, tat the Ferrell room of the
the tennis courts are available Combs Building at 7:30 on
Wednesday, June 15, and three
from 12:30 on.
A welcome break from study- successive Wednesday evenings.
ing Is a trip to Boonesboro The meetings are all open to
Beach. Boys and girls enjoy the public.
Square Dance on Thursday
the spacious beach area and the
On each Thursday evening a
word "teachers" was dopped,
making the name Eastern Ken- 9:30 to 8 a Circle South square
tucky State College, and today, dance is held in the CombsMartin-Weaver
parking lot
cool Inviting water.
On Monday evenings at 5:15 Everyone Is Invited to join in
a bus leaves the Weaver Health the fun. In case of rain the
Building to carry all bowling dances will be held In Uv
fans to the Maroon Bowling Weaver Gymnasium.

Comedy, Drama, And Mystery Mixture
Little Theatre's
'Rashomon'

Rooms For 2,464 Men
Tue planned dormitory complex for men will
look like this when completed about 1970.
Each residence hall will be 17 stories high

and house 616 men. The low structure In
the foreground is a cafeteria, which will
seat 800 to 850.

EASTERN'S PRESIDENTS

Continued from page one
sets a witty mood with his curt
and cynical views of the motives
of the three people on trial.
The famous story of Akutagawa was made into a prise-winning Japanese movie and was
adapted for Broadway and West
End stages.
The action takes place In Kyoto, Japan about a thousand
years ago—at an edge of the
great Rashomon Oate, at a police court, and in a nearby forest. Before the time of the play
the Rashomon was the largest
gate In Japan, but with the decline of West Kyoto and the
movement of the capital the
gate fell Into bad repair and became a hideout for thieves.
Joe V. Qraber, director of the
play, created and currently operates the Creative Arts Center
Script Service which serves as
a clearing house for unpublished scripts to bring authors and
producers closer together. He
has. published two plays: "The
Octogenarian" in 1063, which
won the Kentucky High School
Drama Festival, and "Ephemera Two Zero." Also to his credit
is
publishing
miscellaneous
poems, directing of community
theatre and summer stock, directing four operas for the
Shreveport Civic Opera Society
in 1964 and 1965.
He received his A.B. from
Georgetown College, his M. A.
from Western Reserve University, and his M. F. A. (master
of Fine Arts) from Western Reserve. He is a native of Ashland.

Workers Are
Needed For
2nd Progress

Rooms For 2,400 Women
The women's complex will consist of two
13-story dorms and two 21-story structures.
Each will house 500 women, and a cafeteria

will be built with the construction of the
third dorm in the 'comlpex.

c

AMPUS I.ALENDAR Alumni
News
i

Support The
Summer
Advertisers
Canfield Motors
OLDSMOB1LE

All Makes Serviced
Across From Kroger.—Phone 623-4010

JXiiiA7aSiJlM:M^Ms&£i^S^>&&

Statzer, standing, as the bandit; Jill Smith,
kneeling, as his wife; and Doug Hill,
as the wigmaker.

The Little Theater is presenting "Rashomon," an oriental play, as their summer
production. Rehearsing a scene Is Ron

CAMPUS CALENDAR
WEDNESDAY, JULY 6
Combs 320
6:00 p.m.
Young Republicans
FRIDAY. JULY 8
_
5:30 p.m.
Phi Delta Kappa Picnic
,,.
Martin Hall Patio
WEDNESDAY. JULY 20
6:00 p.m.
Young Republicans
combs AM

Alumni News may be mailed
to the Alumni Office, Administration Building. Eastern Kentucky University, 40475. The
Alumni News is published alternate weeks In the Progress.
I

Anyone interested In working
for the award-winning Eastern
Progress, aa a typist, sportwriter, cartoonist, or copy-writer
for the next Issue due out July'
22 may come to the Publicity
Office, basement of the Administration Building, or to Roark
8 and fill out an application. •
Applications will also be accepted for work on the paper
next year. The only qualifications asked are time and a wll
lingness to work.

'Legend Of Daniel Boone'
Opens At Fort Harrodsburg
"The Legend of Daniel Boone"
began June iv in the amphitheatre at Fort Harrod State
Park, Harrodsburg, Ky.
John Crockett, manager and
director of the outdoor drama,
announces that Robert Palmer
has been signed tor the lead
role. He Is a 27 year old blueeyed blond.
A Houston native, Palmer has
an Impressive string of professional credits. With a back-

(ground of training tat four Southwestern U. S. drama schools he
has starred In Alley Theatre of
Houston and played a variety
of roles tat Delaware, N. J.,
Michigan, Connecticut, Oregon,
and Vermont, plus considerable
work with Industrial films.
Casting is complete for the 28
major roles, Crockett said. He
Interviewed 200 actors and actresses in New York and 280 at
the Southeast Theatre Conference in Richmond, Va.
"The Legend of Daniel Boone"
will be played every night (except Mondays) at 8:80 until
Sept. 4. Written by Guggenheim
Award winning playwright Jan
Hartman, it tells the stirring
story of Harrodsburg, first per(Continued from Page 1)
manent white settlement west
Eastern Kentucky University.
of the Alleghenles and how DanEastern has been served by iel Boone, the legendary hero,
six presidents during these years grew out of Daniel Boone the
man.
of development: Thomas Roark
Admission for adults is $2.50
(1916-1909); John Grant Crabbe and $2; children under 16 81-60.
(1910-1916); Thomas Jackson For reservations write to The
Coates (1916-1928);
Herman Legend of Daniel Boone, P. O.
Lee Donovan (1928-1941); Wil- Box 65, Harrodsburg. Ky. 40880.
liam Francis O'Donnell (19411960), and Robert R Martin
(1960-present).
Eastern's period of greatest
growth has been the sixties. A
building program in excess of
$35 million, student body growth
of 184 per cent, drastic changes
In organisation, and expansion
of the academic offering have all
been part of this late development.
Expecting 8,000 Students
The college had a 1966-66 enrollment of 6,949, expects more
than 8,000 this fall and might
surpass the 10,000 mark before
the end of the decade.
Eastern is divided Into five
colleges an a graduate school,
and this fall, for the first time,
will offer the master's degree In
fields other than education.
The academic structure of the
University Is composed of Central University College, the general education program is which
all freshmen and sophomores
are enrolled; College of Applied
Arts and Technology; College of
Arts and Sciences, College of
Business,
and the College of We don* know bat we agree
with the Ides. And one of the
Education.

University

Status Off ical

Who said...
"First Things
First?"

IrrttMrigsyoairjoiiWdowMe
is check Into your

Robinson Paint Store
ART SUPPLIES
Acrylic Polymer
Emulsion
Molding Clay
Liquitex Molding
Past*

Polymer Medium

Gesso
Casein Art Colors
Tempra Sets

Dry Tempra

All regular art supplies and many other special

Now-JwhUe you are in college
•-you qualify for the KNBAO
TOR; the Ufa insurance policy
created for college students.
You pay leas because you era
a preferred risk. The MNEFACTOR Is completely adaptable
to your Individual needs, all
through your life.
It was created by Collage Life
• > the original and only life

items are now in stock.

STATE BANK and
TRUST COMPANY
"Fi&ure On Banking With Us"
2 CONVENIENT LOCA TIONSMAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE.

You should take time now to
listen to your College Ufa representative, ft could be the

SPECIAL!

SWEETSHOP
EVERY
MONDAY. TUESDAY

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY

WILLIAM A. MANZ

VA Fried Chicken
with French Friet

Vt Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

133 Windsor Dr.

79c

6234440

.'
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... and
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^„rfi«.H public
nuMir acar.
MlTNTV
IN
MUNCY, 'Rfl
'59, •86.
'65, welcomed their
Shouse, certified
Group of Insurance
Companies
J. E. EVERSOLE, '65, died
Sharra Catherine. Their mailing head football coach and teacher Sunnyvale, Calif. 44086.
By LORRAINE FOUEY
countants.
first
son,
Brent
Reece
on
Feb.
and
has
been
appointed
Special
i
ALLEN EVANS COMBS is a
Oct. 12, 1966 at University Hosaddress la Box 292 Neon 41840. at CaUettsburg High School.
Siioudrn—Rigby
Alumni News Editor
17, 1986. The little boy was also pital after a two-month illness.
THELMA ALLEN DRAKE, third year medical student at Agent. Good luck. Pete!
REGINALD L. BETHEL, '56,
BARBARA
PARSONS
WALAmelia
Cat
her
in
Snowden,
welcomed by his 3 year old sis- He was a teacher at Beaver
J.B. SEARCE. Jr.,
'»•. to received a B. S. M. E. degree at '62, teaches social studies at Wake Forrest College, Bowman
chairman, DtvUrfon Health and University of Ky. in 1965 and is Breckenridge Co. High School. Gray School of Medicine In Win TERS and ALAN. '62. reside at daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James ter, Maria Renee. The Muncy Creek School, Xenla, Ohio. He
3225
Crest
Street,
Ashland
41101,
G.
Snowden,
was
married
to
ston-Salem,
N.
Carolina
27103.
P. E. and Athletic Director, at a senior associate engineer for He and Martha have three childis survived by bis wife, Daisy
Georgia Southern College, States I B'. M. In Lexington. Ky. He ren. James Robert. Joan Marie Hla mall Is addressed to Box where Barbara teaches at Fair- WILLIAM R. RIGBY, '66, son of family's address is Box 6367, Lancaster Eversole; hto parents,
view Independent School and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rigby, on Beauty, Ky.
boro, Ga. His mailing address is and Nora have four children, and Teresa Gale and receive 261 at the school.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Eversole,
RUSSELL DeJARNETTE, '63, Sr. BeattyvlUe, and a brother,
S2« Savannah Avenue. Statesboro Keith. Kevin, Elisabeth and Karl their mall at Box 73, Irvlngton
EARNEST HAROLD COMBS Alan teaches art at Boyd County May 21, 1966. Th»y are residing
Ga. 30458. Mr. Srearce and his and reside at 1110 Oakhlll, Lex- 40146.
to employed by Federated Dept. High School. They have two at 294H 8. 2nd St., Richmond and CAROL SPURLIN DeJAR- John M., Jr.
NETTE, '62, selected the name
wife. Lois, have two sons, Wil- ington 40505.
MARILYN MOORE, '62, to Stores—Shlllltos, in Cincinnati. children, Todd, 4 and Rebecca 40475.
. D. AMBUROEY, '11, deceasJUNIOR ALUMNI
Jeffrey Paul for their first child ed on May 6, 19M at Warrensliam C. and James OX.
and his wife, Bonnie, have a Reid 2%. Todd, who previously
NANCIE LEE STONE, "55, is Reading Consultant for the He
quite
111
to
reported
In
very
good
Lisa
Michelle,
January
6,
1966,
born
Feb.
23,
1986.
They
reside
new
daughter,
Bonita
Gayle,
who
burg, Mo., from heart attack.
PAUL W. SMITH, '87, of 102 married to Donald Deppner and Franklin Board of EducaUon,
daughter of MICHAEL LAFA- at 40 Fairlawn Ave., Albany,
Liberty Street, Somerset, 42501, is the Executive Director of the Wranklln, Ohio. She to residing was born on Nov. 14, 1966 and health.
EDWIN W. REYNOLDS, '86,
DOUGLAS WILKINSON, Four VERS, '65, and Suzanne, of N. N.Y.
la principal of Parker Element- Huntington Council of Camp Fire at 2104 Queen Ave., Middletown, they reside at Box 31, East Side
died on May 18, 1966 after havMile Road, P.O. 601, Richmond Hustonville St., Liberty.
Park, Bulter. Ky. 41008.
ary School, Somerset Independ- Girls. Inc., 802 12th St.. Hunt- Ohio 45042.
Steven Todd to the name chos- ing been partially disabled since
A son, Joseph Blalne, on Jan. en for the first child and son of March 1962 from Carsoma of
IRA HUBERT COMBS, to a 40475, works In the leaf purJEREMIAH WAGNER. '63,
ent Schools. He is married to the ington, W. Va. 25701.
former RUTH FRENCH FISH'65. to Director of Industrial Arts manual arts therapist at the chasing department of the A- 18. 1966, to RANDALL and JUDY Todd and SONDRA JOANNE the Colon. He is survived by his
LLOYD
BARRETT,
'57,
is
sup]
merican
Tobacco
Co..
Louisville.
SPENCER, (both '64) of Lan- KEMPER, '61,
ER, «3. They have two children,
Job Corps and receives his mall Veterans Administration HosMATTHEWS, wife, of Waynesburg, 2 sons,
ervlsor of Pupil Personnel and
WEDDINGS
ter's Trailer Court, Williams- who was born on March 7,1966. GLYNN, '57, and Bobby and a
Larry and Venita Fisher.
Great Onyx Job Corps, Mam- pital in Lexington. He and his
attendance of the Middletown at:
Armsstrong—Fife
town 41097.
wife, the former SANDRA BALD
The Matthews family to living at
Carolyn.
MARTHA CAMMACK SCOTT, City Schools In
Middletown, moth Cave, Ky. He and hto wife,
Miss Marlene Ann Armstrong
A daughter, their second, was 3836 Ruth Lane, Cincinnati 46*11. daughter,
LELAND COOK, '16, age 75,
"42, is serving as a vocal music Ohio. He to married and has two Patricia have two daughters. RIDGE, '66, reside at 122 Ran- was married
to
SAMUEL
born
to
PARLEY
D.
ROLLER,
som, Lexington 40608.
teacher in the Clncinatl Public children, Vlcklyn Hope and Klmbra Lea and Susan Hope.
ay 4, 1966 was the date James president of the Citizens DeposJOYCE COTTANGDVI doesn't WHITE FIFE, '48, on June 8, '65 and BETTY on Jan. 23, 1986, Gregory Gross, son of Lt. JIM- it Bank of Vanceburg, since 1946,
THOMAS M. BROYLES. '63,
Schools. Her work is in two Spe- James Malcolm and resles at
1966
In
Lexington.
Sam
teachea
of
1224
Sycamore
St.,
Danville
cial Schools, one for physically 8336 KeUter Rd.. Middletown, is owner of the Broyles Book- plan to work this year but with history at Lafayette High School. 40422. Sandra Gail, age 4 was MIE Gross, '65, and CECILIA died June 20, 1966 following a
keeping and Tax Service in Som- a 2 year old daughter, Stephanie
handicapped and the other for
CAMACHO, '64, GROSS, was long Illness. He Is survived by
erset, having begun his business Ann, and a new son, Jeffrey They will reside at 481 E. High on hand to welcome Sharon born. The Grosses have a daugh- bis widow, two sons and two
slow learners and she finds the Ohio 45042.
St.,
Apt.
3,
Lexington.
Lynn.
JOHN
PHILLIP
LANDGRAVE
Scott
(Dec.
6,
1966)
she
certainIn January, 1965. He is single
work most Interesting and reGregory James Ball, Feb. 11, ter, Maria Teresa who was a daughters.
Rhodus—OaudUl
Mrs. Charles J. Ashe, Rogerswarding. Martha also Is Direc- •57, received a doctor of church and lives at Science Hill 42553. ly won't be idle. Proir to JefThe
wedding
of
Miss
SUE
ET1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. DENNY year old on February 15. Jlmmle
music
degree
from
Southern
frey's
birth,
Joyce
had
taught
at
GARY H. ROGERS, '63, to
tor of Music at Mt. Washington
is attending Amphibious landing ville, Tenn. died June 5, 1986 in
TA
RHODUS,
'66,
to
Bruce
CauJAMES
BALL,
'61
of
93
Vista
Baptist
Theological
Seminary,
West
Chester,
Ohio
where
she
Cartographer tor the U. S. Coast
Presbyterian Church, In Cincinschool In San Diego, Calif, and Rogersville. She was the mother
He also and Geodetic Survey. He is un- resides at 7164 Floral Ave., W dlll was solemnised on February Del Mar Dr., Santa Barbara, will be stationed at Ft. Bragg, of Jeanie Gall Ashe Bowman,
nati. She is married to Donald Louisville this year.
5,
1966.
They
reside
at
7643
Calif.
93105.
The
Ball's
have
a
Chester,
45069
with
her
husband
Scott who attended Eastern from holds a B.C.M., '61, and M.C.M., married and resides at 7300 U- Willard and the two youngsters. Bridgetown Road, Cincinnati daughter, Julia Marie, 1%.
N.C. Their address Is Lt. and '66, and the mother-in-law of
niverslty Avenue, Glen Echo,
1989-42 majoring in pre-med. •63, from Southern Seminary.
Mrs. J. G. Gross, 115 McCasklll Jack Creech, teacher at Model
45211,
where
she
teaches
and
ARTHUR
BADY
MUNCY,
'58,
JOHN
GREEN
DETHERAGE
The
new
address
of
Mr.
and
Maryland 20768.
Don now is a dentist, having reLab. School.
Place, Ft Bragg, N. C. 28307.
Mr.
Caudill
to
employed
by
the
'64,
and
PHYLLIS
BECKNELL
Is
assistant
cashier
at
American
Mrs.
MELVIN
E.
SMITHERi.,
WILLIE R. ABRAMB, '64, to
ceived hla degree from Ohio
Cincinnati
Gas
and
Elec.
Co.
Fidelity
Bank
In
Barbourvllle.
(Melvin,
'58
and
Joyce
Stanley,
working for the Pennlngton InState School of Dentistry. The
Berryman—Sloop
Scotts reside at 6258 Lusanne ■59) to 39 Mayfalr Drive, Schen- surance Co. of Berea, and re- He was married to Sandra DanMARGARET
BERRYMAN,
ectady,
New
York,
12302.
Mr.
sides on Route 2. Berea 40408. iels on Dec. 31, 1985 and they •53, became the bride of William
Terrace, Cincinnati, Ohio 45230
Lt. JOHN B. HANLON, '64, reside at 121 Short St., Barbourwith their two children, Mary Smithers has been transferred
E. Sloop on April 9, 1986. They
by General Electric Corp where has been transferred from the vllle.
Ann and Donald Lynn.
NANCY PRICILLA DOTSON are making their home at 709
VIRGINIA MIATT YOUNCE, he has become atravel auditor V. A. Hospital In Cincinnati lb
now Mrs. C. Edward Tonry. Curtis Drive, Mlamtoburg, Ohio.
•46, now resides at 5721 Deblyn on G. E.'s corporate audit staff. the Veterans Administration la
The bride holds a teaching posiAvenue, Raleigh, N. C. Her hus- The Smithers' have two children Hospital in Memphis. Tenn. Jr. residing at 2094 Camella tion in West Carroll ton and Mr.
Dr. Thomas K. Cureton, di- members of the Eastern faculty, - At 2 p.m. demonstrations on
band is with IBM there and she Scott, S and Leslie Susan, 20 Mailing address: V. A. Hospital, Drive, Clearwater, Fla. 33515 and Sloop is self-employed.
rector of Physical Fitness Lab- and students from Larue County methods of improving fitness
is
Librarian
at
Duncdin
High
months.
Park Ave. and Getwell Street,
teaches at Mt. Vernon Goodwin
oratories at the University of High School, one of the demon- will be given by Eastern faculty
Ashe—Bowman
BETTY LAKE BRODERICK, . Memphis 38115.
School.
School.
Illinois and a member of the stration schools in the President members. Odell Phillips will deJEANTE
GAIL
ASHE.
'66,
was
NELSON
B.
HAGER,
Jr.
to
•60,
teachea
at
Clark
Co.
High
CARL KETTENACKER, "64.
COURTNEY L. BUSKJRK, '51.
President's Council on Physical Council.
monstrate circuit training; Mrs.
Is
Laboratory Supervisor at School, Winchester, Ky. and re- of 83 Beech Drive, Edgewood, 8. Manufacturing Methods Engi- married to Lt. JEFF RAY BOW- fitness will be featured speaker
Mildred Maupin, rhythmical actMAN,
'65,
on
June
3,
1966
in
sides
at
181
St.
James
Drive.
neer
for
I.
B.
M.
Co.
In
LexingFirst
Major
Address
Union Carbide Nuclear, Oak
Ft. MltcheU, Ky. has been proTenn., the brides at the 3rd Annual Ky. Physical
Dr. Sparks will deliver the ivities, and Dr. Barney Groves,
Ridge. Tennessee. He has three Lexington. Ky. 40502, with Nor- moted to Manager of the Top ton. He and his wife, Sue, with Rogersville,
Fitness Clinic at Eastern Ken- first
home.
The
young
couple
will
reman
and
their
two
children,
their
baby
daughter,
Jennifer
major address of the clinic, gymnastics.
daughters, Beverly Ann, Leesa
Value Stamps Redemption Centucky University Thursday.
side
at
Aberdeen
Proving
Lynn,
who
was
born
October
1,
Dr. Cureton holds the B. S.
Sherri
Lynn,
6,
and
Norman
Lee,
"The
State's Interest In Physiter
in
the
Dixie
Expressway
Rae and Cynthia Ellen. Their
Eastern, the Kentucky Associ- cal Fitness,"
1985 reside at 160 Cochran Road, Grounds, Maryland where Lt.
at the 9:30 a.m. from Yale, the B.P.E. and M.P.
home address Is 109 Parma who was born August 18, 1965. Plaza. 8. Ft. MltcheU.
ation
of
Health,
Physical
EduBowman to stationed with the
CLETA RUTH EVANS, 60, to
Lexington 40502.
session. He will be fol- E. from Springfield college, and
1964 GRADUATE NEWS
Road, Oak Ridge, Term. 37830.
cation, and Recreation, the Gov- general
CARROLL JEAN ROBERTS United States Army.
lowed by the Larue County de- the M.A. and Ph.D. from ColFRED C. KELLY, '51, to Prin- married to LCDR BUI R. Broy
HAROLD WAYNE BLACK to
ernors
Council
on
Physical
Fitumbia.
monstration.
cipal of Delhi School in Cincin- les and their residence la 5895-B a Junior In the School of Veter- HALE will teach math, at Me- Schaefer—McOord
The marriage of Kathleen Ma- ness, the State Department of
A prolific writer and researchnati. He Is married to the form- Gannet Ave., Ewa Beach (Oahu) inary Medicine, Auburn Univer- morial High School In WaynesDr.
Cureton
wm
deliver
two
Education,
and
the
Kentucky
Schaefer and
DOUGLAS
er, he has written and co-auer ALICIA ERNST, '52, and they Hawaii 96706, presently she to sity, Auburn, Ala. After grad- burg, this fall. She and David rie
addresses.
At
11
a.m.
he
will
High
School
Athletic
AssociaLYNN
McCORD,
'65,
was
solemreside at 933 Groton Court, Cin- spending four months In the uation In June 1968 Harold will have a baby daughter, Katrina
tion cooperate in sponsoring the speak on "What Research Tells thored 40 books, and has procinnati. Ohio 45288 with thelr Philippines.
spend two years of active duty Dawn, born November 13, 1966. nised on May 14, 1986 at Faith clinic.
Us about Cardiovascular Fit- duced some 400 articles. In 1960
Evangelical
Lutheran
Church,
EDGAR RALMGH. '60, '62. is In the Air Force, after which The Hale family resides on Rt. 1,
two sons, John Scott and Greg
ness," and at 1:10 p.m. on "Fit- he was cited as the most pro'
Also
on
the
program
will
DB
Lexington.
The
newlyweds
will
Instructor and coach at Lee's he plans to start a private prac- Waynesburg 40489.
Allen.
Dr. Harry Sparks, state super- ness In Action Through Interval ductive research author in the
reside
in
Lexington
where
Mr.
Junior
College,
Jackson.
He
and
Lt.
WILLIAM
T.
HEDGES,
JOY
WRAY
FRAZIER
field of physical training.
tice in Central Ky. Hto mailing
intendent of public Instruction, Training."
BREEDING. '52, teaches In Ann have two daughters, Debo- address to OTS House. 552 W. Jr. 05228011 is presently serving McCord to employed by Settle
rah
and
Pamela
and
reside
on
with the U. S. Army at Camp
Whltesburg. She to married to
Thach, Auburn, Ala. 36830.
Van Breeding and they have two Picnic Hill, Jackson 41339.
SAMUAL D. BLA1R, 2482 Neil Friendship in Korat, Thailand.
THOMAS
DUNCAN
THURsons, Troy Randall and Van
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43202 is He was married October 1, 1965
Stanley. Her present address Is MAN, '60, received A. B. and a graduate teaching assistant, to Carla Jean Conway who to, reM.A. at Cincinnati Bible Semi- Dept. of Chemistry, at Ohio siding in Frankfort, while Lt.
Isom 41824.
Hedges is overseas. His address
COLEMAN B. WITT, '62. re- nary and now to a missionary State University.
calved his M. D. degree at Uni- preacher-teacher-printer, living
DENNIS A. BRADLEY is In until April, 1967 will be HHDversity of Louisville Medical in Rhodesia. He and his family his 2nd year of Law School at 9th Log. Command (B), APO,
School and is presently practi- which consists of Norma, his the University of Ky. On De- San Francisco, Calif. 96233.
H. D. LOCHBAUM, Jr. is a
cing in 2-year-old Brandt Medi- wife and their three children. cember 28, 1965 he was married
cal Center. Inc. at 5173 Brandt Deborah Kaye. Diana Lee and to Linda L. Jones and they re- pharmacologist at Westerfield
Pike, Dayton, Ohio, built by Dr. David wlU return to the States side at 216 Forest Pike, Lexing- Laboratories In Cincinnati. He
and Linda reside at 8461 KleyWitt and one of his partners. The In December for a one-year fur- ton.
bolte, Cincinnati 45226. He to also
Center also houses a pharmacy lough. Hto mailing address to
2d
Lt.
CHARLES
O.
CAMPand a dentist. Coleman to mar- Box 281, Ft. Victoria, Rhodesia, BELL Is now serving with the doing graduate work at Univerried to the former Ann F. Wylle
Cav. Dlv. (air) baaed near sity of Cincinnati.
JACK CRE8TON WOLLACE. 1st
2nd Lt. KENTON DOUGLAS
and they have three children,
An Khe, Vietnam. Charles rePatricia, Michael and Kevin. The •60, to a Draftsman for Kentucky ceived a leg wound on May 2nd MABERLY attended artillery
Witts reside at 800 Rockhlll Ave. Utilities in Danville. He and Car- In "Operation Davy Crockett" training at Ft. Sill, Okla., jump
olyn have two children, Michael
Dayton. Ohio 45429.
at Bon Song. He to now back training assigned to 101st airCLYDE PIOMAN, '53. is as- and Margaret Jane. Their ad- with hto unit and friends may born in Ft. Benning, Ga. and
sistant principal at Virgle High dress Is 192 Mason Ave., Dan- address his mall to 2 Lt. Charles now is stationed at Ft. CampSchool, Virgle. He Is married to ville 40422.
O. Campbell, Co. "C" 117 Cav., bell, Ky. Mailing address: "C"
WALTER, '61, and REBECCA, 1st Cav. Dlv. (air) APO San Btry., 1 821st Arty., Ft. Campthe former RUBY OSBORNE,
'63,
BAKER
are
both
teaching
bell 42223.
'54, and they have one daughter,
in Breathltt County, Ky. 8he to Francisco, Calif. 96490.
PETER JOHN RHODE, 546
Klmberly Ann.
RICHARD P. CARR to a stuan
elementary
teacher
and
he
CHARLE8 D. STALLARD, '54,
dent and physical therapist at Buckingham Ave., Syracuse,
Is
working
in
Adult
Education.
Is a child welfare worker with
Stanford University, Palo Alto, N. Y. 18210 has completed an
the Ky. Dept. of Child Welfare. They have one son, John Walter, Calif. He and his wife, the form- intensified training program In
2,
and
reside
at
Houston,
Ky.
the Syracuse Regional Service
He to married to the former
JACK D. ISON, '61, of 3812 ar SUE SHERMAN, '64, '65, re- Office of the Crum and Forster
Doris Anderson and they have
side at 525 E. Maude Ave. no. 2,
Spring
Street,
CaUettsburg,
to
two children, Charles II and
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Featured
At Ky. Physical Fitness Clinic

Five Biology Dept.
Members Attending
Summer Institutes

Four Aides To Officals
Named By Board Of Regents
Four administrative assistants have been appointed by the
Board of Regents.
Named as aides to college officals were Donald H. Smith,
administrative assistant to the
Vice-Presldent for Student Affairs; Doug Whit lock, administrative assistant to the Dean of
Public Affairs; Mrs. Fastoria
Tucker, assistant residence director, and Jane West, administrative assistant to the Dean of
the College of
Arts and
Sciences.

Smith, who holds the A. B.
from Eastern, retired from the
Army with the rank of Colonel
after 22 years of service. An honor graduate, he served as student assistant to tne Dean of
Admissions, Dr. Charles Ambrose, last year.
As administrative assistant to
vice president Henry Martin,
Smith will be primarily responsible tor student organizations,
student activities, activity cards
and automobile registration.

Golden Rule Cafe
HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome

His wife. Kathleen, is an instructor on Eastern's English
faculty, and his son, Donald, a
Madison High graduate, Is a stu
dent at Eastern.
WhlUook, a native of Richmond, holds the A. B. and M.A.
degrees from Eastern. He has
worked four years as student assistant and one year as graduate
assistant to Donald R. Feltner,
Dean of Public Affairs. As an
undergraduate he was sports
editor of the Progress two years;
managing editor one year, and
editor-tn-chlef. his senior year.
As administrative assistant he
will also be Eastern's sports Information director, but will have
responsibilities in other areas
of news and publications as well.
A lieutenant In the United
States Army Reserve, Whltlock
Is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles B. Whltlock, Richmond.

IDEAL
RESTAURANT

SOUTH FIRST STREET

Kenny's Drive In
Your Purchase FREE
If We Do Not
Thank You
It

-Open All Year—
Hamburgers--Coneys--Mlk Shakes
BIG HILL AVE.

RICHMOND

Five members of the Department of Biology have been awarded National Science Foundation study grants to attend summer Institutes.
Dr. Sanford L. Jones and Dr.
Ronald DeLanglade will both attend N8F Institutes at Oak
Ridge Tenn. Dr. Jones will attend an Institute in Advanced
Radlolsotope Technology and
Dr. DeLanglade the Institute In
Radio Botany.
A. L. Whltt, Jr., will go to the
University of Virginia Mountain
Lake Biological Station to study
animal behavior and herpetology
the study of reptiles.
Daniel H. Matullonls and Victor Lotrich will both attend NSF
Pre-Doctoral Institutes. Matullonls will go to Friday Harbor
Marine Laboratories at the University of Washington to study
marine zoology and advanced
experimental Invertebrate embroyology. Lotrich will study desert biology at Arizona State
University at Tempe.

241 W. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, Ky.

Every day as you eat in the
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal . . . if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

Picture Of Higher Education In Kentucky
Legislative action has created four new regional state universities this year: Eastern,
Western, Morehead. and Murray. Nine
community colleges, operated by the Uni-

Eastern Progress

TUESDAY, JUNE 28
THE WESTERN RESERVE LOCAL BOARD OF EDUCATION,
Wakeman, Ohio will Interview teachers for their school system from 1 p.m. until 4:30 p.m. The following positions
are available: elementary (all levels), librarian, high school
English, business education, math, and social studies.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29
THE WEST CLERMONT LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, Amelia,
Ohio will have a representative on campus from 9 a.m. until
4 p.m. to Interview teachers for their school system. Tney
have several vacancies at the elementary, jr. high, and nigh
school levels.
THE OREEN COUNTY SCHOOLS, Xenla. Ohio wOl Interview
from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. Several teachers are needed In
their schools.
THURSDAY, JUNE SO
THE FAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOL CORPORATION, Connersvllle, Ind. will Interview teachers for the following positions:
English, math, P.E. (girls). Ind. arts, elementary, special
education, and a dean of girls — Junior high.
THE KENTON COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION, Independence, Ky. will be on campus at 9 a-m. to begin toitervtewing
for the following positions: Grades 1, 2, 3, and 6, lad. arts,
guidance counselor, high school supervisor, mathematics.
English, Latin, and art.

VARSITY GRILL

Earl B, and Ruth H. Baker Realty Co.

-SPECIAL STUDENT MEAL TICKETS■verydey • Complete Variety Dinner to
featured st • Reduossl Pries

The Reliable Real Estate Co.
•

Serving a Growing Richmond*

Eastern Shopping Plaxa
• Baker Heights Subdivision
• Greenway Heights Subdivision

518 Baker Ct.

623-2922

I <wmovio>

Coin Operated Laundry
"If ycu'i» tooIjusy studying1 to Jo your wash,
let our attendants do it for you."

2 Hocks off W. Mete.
Comer of Poplar ft Lombardy Streets
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

Visit
^

WANTED: Educational Publisher needs apermanent representative for Kentucky. Salary
and expense allowance. Send
resume and photograph to Harlow Publishing Corporation,
Attn. Sales Manager, P. O. Box
1008, Norman, Oklahoma 73089.
SPINET Piano Bargain: Wanted, responsible party to take
over small monthly payments.
May be seen locally. Write:
Credit Dept, 224 W. Walnut
St., Louisville, Ky.
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COMMUNITY COUCOf S

Terrace Helpy-Selfy

THURSDAY, JUNE 23
THE FIELD ENTERPRISES EDUCATION CORPORATION
will have a representative on campus from 9 a-m. mtB 4
p.m. to talk with persons Interested in a career with this
company.

CONGRATUATIONS TO A PROGRESSIVE EASTERN!

COMMUNITY COUCOK
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Placement Notice

Just off Campus on Second Street

Good Food. Variety of Menu
Reasonable Prices

Friday. July 1. 1966

versity of Kentucky, now extend from the
Big Sandy In the East to the Mississippi
River in the West

umvramu |
»I»IE COUIOC

The Home of me
Shakes:

BURGER
BROIL
15c

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference.
| West Male Street
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Rkhmoad. Ky.
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